Title: Permoni, a female demon
Date: perhaps 1800-1900
Medium: Wood, cloth and mixed media

Title: Buta Terong, the eggplant-nosed demon who fights for the Kauravas
Date: approx. 1930
Medium: Wood, cloth and mixed media

Title: Buta Cakil, a fanged demon
Date: perhaps 1800-1900
Medium: Wood, cloth and mixed media

Title: Bambang Sukrasana, ugly younger brother of Bambang Sumantri, from the Arjuna Sasrabahu legends
Date: perhaps 1800-1900
Medium: Wood, cloth and mixed media

Title: Shurpanakha (Sarpakenaka), demoness and sister of Ravana
Date: perhaps 1800-1900
Medium: Wood, cloth and mixed media